EGI Accounting Portal User's Guide

Abstract

This user guide describes the main interface and user interaction of the EGI Accounting Portal. The EGI Accounting Repository receives data from APEL and ultimately from sites participating in the EGI and WLCG infrastructures as well as from sites belonging to other Grid organisations that are collaborating with EGI. This is crossed with metadata from other sources to offer a integrated view of accounting data on the EGI Infrastructure.
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Appendix I. Introduction

The EGI Accounting Portal receives data from APEL and ultimately from sites participating in the EGI and WLCG infrastructures as well as from sites belonging to other Grid organisations that are collaborating with EGI. This is crossed with metadata from other sources to offer an integrated view of accounting data on the EGI Infrastructure.

The interface shown to final users is a Web site. To use it you will need at least a web browser. The following browsers are supported:

- Chrome 3+
- Firefox 3.5+
- Opera 12+
- Safari 4+
- Internet Explorer 8+

If you need to get data from the Restricted view you will need:

- An user certificate installed in your browser. This is a file that identifies you securely. This certificate must be current (they usually are valid only for a year) and signed by a trusted organization, a CA or certificate authority.
- To be able to see restricted site information, being registered as a Site Operations Manager in the GOCDB web (https://goc.egi.eu/). Note that being a Site Administrator is not enough. The UserDN in the certificate and GOCDB database must match.
- To be able to see restricted VO information, being registered as a VO manager in the EGI Operations Portal (https://operations-portal.egi.eu/). Note that being a Site Administrator is not enough. The UserDN in the certificate and GOCDB database must match.
- To have the EGI trusted CAs file installed on your machine.
Appendix II. Main Page

The main page is the first view shown when accessing the portal. It shows a rolling graph of the accounting in the last weeks/months/years and the numbers for the last period.

1. Pull-down menu that allows access to the rest of the views and is accessible elsewhere in the Portal.
2. This lets the user choose between Weeks/Months/Years for the period shown.
3. This lets the user choose the metric shown between number of jobs, CPU Time, Wall Time or normalised CPU or Wall time.
4. The graph showing the metric for the last periods from the current date.
5. Number of jobs in the last period.
6. Normalised HEPSPEC06 CPU hours in the last period.
7. Normalised HEPSPEC06 Wall hours in the last period.
8. Unnormalised CPU hours in the last period.
9. Unnormalised Wall hours in the last period.
Appendix III. Standard Views

This covers the VO Discipline, NGI, Country and Cloud View for the moment. We will see the top and bottom half of the page separately.

1. Pull-down menu that allows access to the rest of the views.
2. Metric shown, it varies depending if a grid/cloud view is selected.
3. Start Date for the period shown.
4. End Date for the period shown.
5. Variable for which the data is tabulated on rows, it can be NGI, Country, Date, Site, VO, VMId (for Cloud), Discipline, etc..
6. Like 5, but for columns.
7. Clicking this button will interchange 5 and 6.
8. Clicking this will update the page after a change in the form.
9. Exposes advanced VO related options, N/A on cloud.
10. VOs shown, ranging from LHC only, TOP10 with most CPU use or ALL Vos.
11. This toggles whether locally accounted VOs are shown. These VOs have the "local-" prefix and are not published by most sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AfricaNow</td>
<td>123,000</td>
<td>158,531</td>
<td>184,705</td>
<td>176,048</td>
<td>186,258</td>
<td>130,807</td>
<td>110,987</td>
<td>1,756,210</td>
<td>6.27%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AsiaPacific</td>
<td>1,802,974</td>
<td>2,455,969</td>
<td>2,535,211</td>
<td>2,638,488</td>
<td>2,537,325</td>
<td>2,467,045</td>
<td>1,834,740</td>
<td>30,756,950</td>
<td>4.65%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERN</td>
<td>2,635,968</td>
<td>2,535,969</td>
<td>2,832,069</td>
<td>6,178,027</td>
<td>6,257,384</td>
<td>8,950,888</td>
<td>3,064,078</td>
<td>83,048,666</td>
<td>12.57%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGI_AEGIS</td>
<td>17,668</td>
<td>19,755</td>
<td>18,868</td>
<td>19,234</td>
<td>14,802</td>
<td>14,933</td>
<td>21,333</td>
<td>222,603</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12. A table showing the data, it can be scrolled horizontally and sorted by any column. Blue column headers are contextual links to another Portal page, or an AppDB page in case of AppDB format VMIDs.

1. This link points to a downloadable JSON dump of the page data.
2. A interactive graph based on the table, hovering over any point shows all the data associated to it. It can also be zoomed and scrolled with the mouse.
3. A legend showing which line pattern is used for each row.
4. Two pie graphs are shown, one for the row totals and another one for the column totals. Hovering above any portion will shown the data associated to it.
Appendix IV. Restricted UserDN view

To access this view you will need a user certificate and permissions either in GOCDB or the Operations Portal as detailed in the introduction. Once this is done, a page like in the last section will be shown. Here we will cover the differences.

1. In the dimensions (both X and Y), you will have the option to select User DNs and User VO Roles. This information is sensitive so it is not accessible on other views.

2. Here your UserDN and privileges are shown, first those as VO Manager and Site Manager. If you have privileges on several VOs or Sites at the same time, all the information you have access to will be shown at the same time.

3. This table is the same as the one in the standard view, except for the fact you can see UserDNs and Roles.